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COTTON COLORBOX

We offer a wide range of 55 
standard colors for our Cotton 
rugs.

It is also possible to create a 
unique color mix, using up to 10 
different colors. 

Additionally, for orders of 10 m2 
or more, we provide the option 
to have the Cotton yarn lab-dyed 
in a custom color of your choice. 
Please note that there is an 
additional, one-time cost of €750 
for lab-dyed colors.
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COTTON COLORS

1 62 73 9

5 4746 3548 55

50 5453 52

8 3910 4311 51

12 1513 1614

17 2718 1926 28

20 2321 2422 25

4 3049 3129

32 42*33 3734

38 4142 4540 44

Digital colors may differ from reality. This document is provided solely as a working tool, and no legal rights can be derived from it. 
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POSSIBILITIES

COLOR OPTIONS
Colors can be used individually as well as mixed. A maximum of 10 different colors can be mixed.

CUSTOM COLORS
Next to all standard color options in this box, the Cotton yarn can also be lab-dyed in any requested color. 
This is possible for rugs from 10 m2. The one-off costs of this special lab-dye is € 750 and will result in a 
production time increase of approximately 2 weeks. 

DIFFERENCES IN DYE BATCH
All Cotton yarns are dyed using natural methods, which may result in minimal variations per dye batch. For 
each rug, we consistently use yarns from the same dye batch.  

SAMPLES
Please contact us for a sample if you would like to see a chosen color or special pattern. We have many 
possibilities to adjust pile height, shape, pattern and color to your wishes. For sampling we charge a small 
amount which will be credited when ordering the actual rug. 

ABOUT COTTON

100% COTTON YARN ADVANTAGES:
+ Soft: Cotton has a exceptionally soft and fluffy texture 
+ Easy to clean: Cotton is a fiber that can be easily washed and cleaned
+ Density: Cotton offer a dense appearance with a remarkably soft touch
+ Hypoallergenic: this yarn is hypoallergenic, making it a suitable option for individuals with allergies 
+ Absorbent: due to its natural characteristic, Cotton yarn is highly absorbent, preventing electrostatic charging 

SUSTAINABILITY OF COTTON
+ The OKO-TEX STANDARD 100 GMO guarantees every component of this product has undergone rigorous testing to 
eradicate any harmful substances
+ This yarn is made out of organic cotton, meaning only natural methods and no toxic chemicals have been used during the 
farming process
+ The Cotton seeds used to produce organic cotton are non GMO, meaning they are free of contaminations
+ Cotton is a renewable resource that is 100% natural and therefore biodegradable 

COMPOSITION
Pile: 100% Cotton
Yarn origin: Portugal 
Primary backing: Polyester 
Latex: Natural latex 
Backing: Polyester

SIZE
Width: seamless up to 9 meters, wider widths achievable with a seam
Length: no limit 

APPLICATION
This rug can be used as wall-to-wall flooring, stair runners or individual rugs. Suitable for residential use. 

MAINTENANCE
Vacuum regularly - remove stains immediately. Chemical dry cleaning only. Please contact us for a complete maintance report.

INSTALLATION
Plain, dry and clean surfaces. Overall adhesion or stretched. Also suitable for heated floors.

CERTIFICATIONS
OKO-TEX STANDARD 100 GMO


